
4/29/75 

hr. Tom Susnan, Counsel 
Administrative Practises Subcommittee 
Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Tom, 

If I did not believe it inportant for you to be aware of the fact and opinion 
that follows I'd not now be writing because I have pneumonia and pleurisy. 

The entire national attitude toward the JFK assassination has chaneed radio/1114r. 
The pressure for a new invectigation is really great, and not .just from anxious youth 
and the nuts, not all well-intended, who are oommercialising it or those more able and 
no less self-seeking. 

I had my first press conference in years last Thursday, in New York. I was there 
to participate in a gathering sponsored by the student bar association of NYU. There 
were at least 40 reporters present, in itself unusual. But what is unique is that in 
about two hours there was not a single snide suggestion, not a single nasty crack or 
question. Nor have I heard of a single broadcast in any way unfriendly or disparaging, 
and the electronic attention was heavy. As a measure of the responsible interest when 
there is responsible comment and information to quote, the New York CBS station has 
been using excerpts daily since. The last I heard was about 1145 this morning, when I 
could not sleep. 

gy only reason for going was to try to direct all the interest and college energy 
away from those who are exploiting this and into responsible areas. I had a sheep-and-
goats speech Jim Lesar had to read for me. This thing can easily get out of hand and 
the situation is hairy. There newain in the government and in positions of power those 
who bear heavy and direct responsibility for the faking of the investigation. It will 
make no difference to them where they can mielocate responsibility. The phoney investi-
gation rather than the assassination itself has always been the focus of my work, if 
you have road it. So also has this been the thrust of every one of my 101 suits, filed 
and unnecessary in the and, as with the Memo of Transfer and the recent January 22 
Executive Session transcript. kJim or I can send you a copy if you'd care to read it. 
Or if anyone else would. It is significant.) 

A new investigation figured prominently in the questions asked of me Thursday. I 
then said that the only way that seems to me to hold any promise is for the Congress 
to investigate the investigation. From the conclusions of my first book in mideFebruary 
1965 this has been my view. This also is time last thing the federal aeenciee want, 
especially the FBI lmore then the CIA) and the 1Jepertmeat of Justice. If anyone wants 
I can go into the moat laborate detail, on this. What 1 hove already obtained in the 
new spectre suit is dynamite if it receives responsible attention because in and of 
itself is it complete disproof of tee entire official ac:ount. (In my opinion there 
never was a real spectrographic testing and I have the most positive proof that the 
neutron activation analysis was by intent incomplete to te point of fakery. There are 
areas which do not require experts. I believe experts will add to what I've said.) When 
I have written assurance there is reluctance to give that i have been ;Even 100; of 
the work that was done I'll be giving all thin away in the hope of getting honest use 
by the media. I wish it were peesible for et to approach come Memuer to do this. but 
am not able to move ana won't be until at least after Friday. And what energy I have 

1  must use to help Jim Lesar prepare our next moves in the spectra case, interrogatories. 
We can make quite a record this way, aside from seeking more data. 
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One of the res ults of my appearance in New York wad to influence some of those 
who hat,e been irresponsible. One phoned me last night with the report that the President's 
brain had been delivered to a new panel of expert, those of the Rockefeller Coomission. If 
this ie true I an fairly confident this will lead to still another whitewash of at least 
two forma. One will be the statement that the autopsy material holds no evidence of a 
shot free the front. 'This will appear to be probative. It will also be false. another 
and perhaps the reason for delivery of the brain, Hhich really means the left hemisphere, 
will be to permit the statement that it holds no evidence. I believe it extremely unlikely 
that this would be false. I do not think, based on what I know, that it is possible for 
that pert of the brain to hold any evidence. There is, of course, always the chance that 
t have trusted information I should not have. Official information only. 

Those who have been clamoring for the brain, e pecially Dr. Cyril Wecht, who I 
know well, will then defends themselves as best they can. 1 anticipate that this can 
take a number of form, all including Kennedy suppression of evidence. And that today 
serves agency interest as much as it did when this was fabricated. They may even claim 
that a different hemisphere was suostituted. 

Mskine the eemo of Transfer available to ea in not inconsistent witn the foregoing. 
Particularly because of the risks run earlier in denying it to me and because by its 
nature it in so dubious s document. reliever, it not only is subeoct to this miseee, it 
was, if without public (press) attention, actually ueed thi: way at NYU by eecht with 
the cry "Oimee that brait!" 

The document/ itself is not faithful to the actual transferring, which wen by the 
Secret Service, not Dr. Murkley. It also preceeded by a year and a half the signing of 
the so-called letter agreement, which was net prepared by Burke Aesshall, who signed. 
The preee of the past is full of storied that the transfer was to Bobby and that there-
after he had poesession of this material. If I have no peesonal knowledge, 1 have no 
reason to believe this is true and every reason to believe it is false. But the stories, 
complete with leaked accountings oe the film, did appear. end the one Fred Graham wrote 
for the New York Times after Wocht was permitted access to the withheld material could 
not be more explicit on this. Prior to anyone's seeine  this Fred called me. When be 
called me thereafter I taped our conversations. Graham has bean pod for this purpose 
twice to my knowledge by ahoads personally, the first tine when noadm begged bin to 
ask for the letter egreement (denied to me) under FOI, which Fred had no intention of 
doing until solicited. Letting the doctors in to eee this eateriel feXltleeti  Fred's 
normal inquiry after the lupas of the five yearaeeecified in tee letter agroemeat. I 
am not saying Fred is some kind of conspirator. I an Baling his reaction was predicable. 
Moe predioieble the tape I made shows. Before anything happened I told Fred exactly 
what kind of story he would write and wherein it would be false and propevenda. It was 
easy to be precisely accurate. The realities permitted almnet nothing else if one knew 
what they really were. 

Today the situation is similar but much more hazardous and with greater existing 
interest. revreover, I doubt if there is anyone still coru.ectee wite the eanator who has 
any way of knowing what the facts are at least for the period prior to learanall's 
signing; the lettee nersement. (l wrote all of this., to him long ago, warned him repeatedly, 
but he was impervious. He may like me the less for it, but as of today I can't eegin to 
understand how any competent lawyer could have eiened such a document, not at least 
without some other and still secret record.) es an eeemple of what I mean, both documents, 
the letter agreement rand the ecmo of Transfer both include what was not in any way Kennedy 
property and both saddle Lennedys, now the Seentor, with responsibility for euppressing 
what is not only vital evidence bet 13 evidence that totally disproves the official story. 
This ie one of the reasons i have for so long been so anxious to be able to print Poet torten.  It lays the entire story out, kith doe mats and with the significance of the 
evidence itself. 
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Sorry, I'm tiring too much, so I'll have to conclude, with apologies for the typos. 
Today there is a much more complicated situation. 
Particularly with the legislative mandates to investigate the FBI. 
And with the political attractiveness of calling for a re-investigation. I understand two new resolutions will be introduced in the House today. The representa-tive of 'still another Congressman sought me, out in New York. 
The Rockefeller operation was never intended as other than a whitewash. ielin personally has on of the worst Warren Uemxission records. Be personally suppressed evidence that could have ruptured the whole fabtteatioa. I cited this evidence iu liew York and offered copies. No reporter wanted one. I do :sot the 	it 1i neceseery to offer an opinion aout the eeckefellereVord interest in all of tide aseect. More, they can operate entirely in secret, as did the Warren Commission, and there will be no practical way of challenging whatever they will say on tnis. 
Add to this the persistence of the effort to blame Bobby for the JA aanaseinae tion via Castro, se recently as yesterday morning, Pen Schorr on C2S-CV a.m. aces. I think I sent you copies of my lettere of protest to Anderson and Whitten. They are unenswered. But I rexall no repetition there. 
I regard the existing situation us bad and dangerous and believe that as it develops it will becowe worse and acre dangerous. 
If anyone wants to talk to me, 1 will be home except for a brief period Thursday, when - leave briefly for further Arrays and if they indicate a need to see the doctor whenever he says iriday. Until after than I an under iheunction to stay home and take it easy. 

I sm aware ef the problem of the partis ;iris. I an also coefident that they are not the ones who can or will be hurt. I can't doe( anything about them. One of the great aide tragedies in all of then is a aerie's of risplaced trusts, not by any meant, all current. 

Separately, I have come into possession of a document that does not state its purpose but 1 think was prepared for 'Ake Rpetein. In my view and based on sly know-ledge I regard it as fraught uith danger. it is by one of the more dependable of the "critics" betwixt also a political infant and one husgup in his own eeacepte. I'm not doing anything about it. I merely report to you. I regard that entire line as one leading to disanter and exculpation of the most guilty. 

Siaceeely, 

Enroll WeistarE 


